
What are the charactristics of an effective parent? Provide specific reasons ,details, 
and examples to soport your response.

Basic attributes of parents have a vital role in children's personality. The way kids' 
manners and think depends on how parents behaved toward them. Moreover, 
they should have potentially suitable features to raising children precisely. From 
my point of view there are three main points for being useful parents.

Firstly, many a person forgets how love is affectively important factor to treat off 
springs. Not only is being kind with children enjoyable for them but also they will 
follow the pointing out of adults who has proper relations with them. In other 
words, instead of mentioning angrily principles, they can respect to their youth also 
let them know how they are favorite, lovely and important for their parents, as 
well as showing these in behaviors. In fact, love can felt many coldly unpleasant 
manners and parents should pay enough attention to their children and love them, 
too.

Secondly, individuals who named mother or father need to understand that their 
off springs will become similar to themselves. On the one hand, they are the 
patterns of their kids' futures. In addition, it is crucial for them trying to be properly 
suitable modeling for their young individuals in act. For instance, kids learn by 
seeing their parents' activity and they don't care about their advice.

Last but not least, altruism is a key practice that effective parents can use it for the 
way of raising.

Furthermore, further their personality can be possible by helping other human 
beings. Parents have crucial role in teaching proper ethics. On the other hand, in 
young ages, individuals can learn how being useful is acceptable. For example, 
many a mother who teaches their young adults to share their food at school with 
the classmates who may forget to bring something to eat, or teach lessons to 
whom they couldn’t understand them. 

In conclusion, not only do parents have a key responsibility for upbringings but also 
they should be proper patterns for their next generation. Hence, improved the way 



of raising, altruistic fathers and mothers will count the bless because of their off 
springs.   

     


